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Abstract
Over recent years, there has been a growing interest in extracting information auto-
matically or semi-automatically from the scientific literature. This paper describes
a novel ontology-based interactive information extraction (OBIIE) framework and a
specific OBIIE system. We describe how this system enables life scientists to make
ad hoc queries similar to using a standard search engine, but where the results are
obtained in a database format similar to a pre-programmed information extraction
engine. We present a case study in which the system was evaluated for extracting
co-factors from EMBASE and MEDLINE. Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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Introduction

Information retrieval (IR) systems are designed
to find the highest-ranked documents that match
a user query, such as a set of keywords. This
contrasts with information extraction (IE), which
returns relationships, e.g. a table of protein–protein
interactions or gene–disease relationships, rather
than a ranked set of documents. Traditionally these
two techniques have been seen as very different:
IR is all about finding documents, IE about finding
facts within documents. However, from a user per-
spective the difference is not so great. The users’
aim is primarily to get to information as fast as pos-
sible: if a system can get them directly to relevant
sentences, then this will save time. If the system
can also get them to structured results, appropri-
ately sorted, this can save further time. Interac-
tive information extraction (I2E) is a new concept
which combines the interactive querying style of a
web search engine with the structured output that is
provided by standard IE. This allows scientists to

refine queries and explore a set of texts in a similar
way to web search, but with the possibility of much
more precise search and results.

In the Linguamatics I2E System, the user can
start with a standard search for words within a doc-
ument, then refine this to require the words to be in
the same sentence, or in a particular linguistic pat-
tern. The results are output as HTML tables or in a
format suitable for database entry. The system pre-
indexes documents such as MEDLINE abstracts
to allow fast querying. All linguistic processing
is done prior to indexing, including ‘tokeniza-
tion’ to split a string of characters into individual
words, ‘sentence splitting’ to recognize sentence
ends, ‘tagging’ to recognize parts of speech such as
nouns or verbs, and ‘chunking’ to group words into
meaningful units according to their parts of speech.

The OBIIE framework and system

Conventional IE systems typically allow extraction
of syntactic classes (nouns or verbs) and a few
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Figure 1. Protein Ontology

unstructured semantic classes, so called named-
entities such as proteins, diseases, or amounts.
Named entities may be closed classes formed from
an enumerated list e.g. a list of names, or open
classes recognized via patterns (e.g. protein spot-
ting routines such as Fukuda 1998). Until recently
there has been little use of richer domain knowl-
edge within such IE systems. In ontology-based
interactive information extraction (OBIIE), ontolo-
gies provide that domain knowledge, enabling the
users to interact with the system on a conceptual
level without having to know all possible synonyms
for a concept. The relationships ‘part-of’ or ‘is-
a’ provide a basic taxonomy allowing the user to
choose particular concepts or families of concepts
(see Figure 1). The user can now construct queries
using the many thousands of different classes found
in typical ontologies.

A scientist may start with a query, such as two
keywords in the same document (equivalent to
standard keyword search), then refine this to look
for two classes, e.g. a disease and a protein (co-
occurrence within a document), then refine this
further to require co-occurrence within a sentence,

and finally refine this to look for the protein
and disease in a particular syntactic configuration.
Incorporation of linguistic constraints is up to the
user, and is justified by an increase in precision
that is enough to balance any decrease in recall.
For example, a query for the word ‘RAF’ followed
by the word ‘phosphorylate’ would be improved
by putting ‘phosphorylate’ within a so-called ‘verb
group’. This would then match the text string
‘Raf has been shown to phosphorylate’, without
returning the larger number of false hits you would
have got by allowing ‘Raf’ within, for example,
five words of ‘phosphorylate’.

The first OBIIE system was constructed by
putting together ontologies from BioWisdom with
the I2E System. The ontologies incorporated within
OBIIE express ‘is-a’, ‘is-a-part-of’ (i.e. taxonomic)
relationships as well as the ‘has synonym’ rela-
tionship. Ontological concepts can be selected from
up to 25 concept types, ranging from genes, pro-
teins, tissues, cells, clinical disorders, symptoms,
processes, pathways, drugs, adverse effects, and
techniques, technologies, etc. Where appropriate,
ontologies can be used as species-specific struc-
tures, or as master species-independent ontologies.

As well as defining patterns on the fly, it is pos-
sible to reuse existing patterns or pattern templates.
Patterns can be organized hierarchically to provide
relationship ontologies, so that a user interested in
interactions between drugs and proteins can choose
the family of ‘drug interaction relationships’, and
obtain alternative phrasings such as the verbs ‘acti-
vates’, ‘inhibits’, ‘blocks’ (and their morphological
variants) or phrases such as ‘is agonist for’.

Case study: text-mining for nuclear
receptor co-factors

In this evaluation we compared the use of two
methods. The first consisted of finding a set of
abstracts, reading the abstracts, and extracting co-
factors from these. The second used the OBIIE
tool over a larger set of abstracts, extracting the
results, and then filtering these by hand. We were
particularly interested in the relative recall between
the two methods, and the speed of each method.

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are ligand-dependent
transcription factors that typically recruit protein
complexes (co-factors) to enhance or repress tran-
scription of target genes. It is believed that several
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phenomena, such as level of transactivation and
tissue specificity of NRs, depend heavily on the
specific recruited co-factors. Since NRs are very
important drug targets (18 of the 48 known human
NRs are targets for registered drugs), the amount
of literature on these proteins is rapidly increas-
ing. The aim of this case study was to generate
a comprehensive and annotated lists of co-factors
for three NRs: androgen receptor (AR) and liver X
receptors (LXR) α and β. AR abstracts were used
for ‘training’ (i.e. query tuning and ontology refine-
ment) and LXR abstracts for testing. The project
validated the use of ontology- and linguistic-based
text-mining against the previous best practice for
obtaining sets of co-factors, based on published or
manually generated lists.

For AR we constructed a secondary corpus of
7748 abstracts from MEDLINE and EMBASE by
fine-tuning synonym choices. We used two sources
for the manual list of co-factors for AR: a list
of AR-interacting proteins compiled by Dr Lenore
Beitel (Beitel, 2002), and a list constructed by man-
ually examining a subset of abstracts from the
secondary corpus containing ∼300 abstracts. The
abstracts underlying this sub-corpus were further
analysed in several iterations with regard to sen-
tences containing information on co-factor recruit-
ment. When we reached sufficient recall (∼90%)
of extracted relationships, we stopped the itera-
tions. The relationship ontology includes various
alternative phrasings and words within larger pat-
terns. Compiling out the embedded alternatives
gives a relationship ontology representing 188 dis-
tinct patterns. The results of applying the OBIIE
system with the relationship ontology are shown
in Table 1. The two top reasons why we failed to
reach 100% recall was that the secondary corpus
did not contain any abstracts with a reference to
those symbols (in fact, no abstracts in MEDLINE
or EMBASE contained co-occurrences of those
symbols and AR), and that references spanned sev-
eral sentences. Cross-sentence patterns were not
used, as they severely affected precision.

Instead of cross-validating the results on the
AR secondary corpus, we applied the same query,
with the AR synonyms replaced by a selected
number of LXR α and β synonyms to the whole of
MEDLINE (i.e. we did not construct a secondary
corpus in this case). The manual list was generated
by manual examination of 240 LXR abstracts,
but the relationship ontology was not changed
based on any of those abstracts. The results of
applying OBIIE to extract LXRs from the whole
of MEDLINE (the set of MEDLINE abstracts as
of 25 November 2003) are displayed in Table 1.
One co-factor was missed by the OBIIE system due
to a missing pattern in the relationship ontology.
The OBIIE system managed to retrieve a co-factor
that manual curation missed. For LXRs, recall was
90%. Recall was calculated by dividing the number
of co-factors found by OBIIE, divided by the best
figure available for the total number of co-factors
(the total number of co-factors discovered by either
method). Lists of the retrieved co-factors can be
found at http://www.linguamatics.com/obiie/

The results obtained by the OBIIE system are
clearly satisfactory, not only for the recall achieved,
but also for the amount of time saved by the auto-
mated process. Without risking too many human
errors, we estimate that one person can read 100
abstracts in a day. With the tabular output for-
mat from the OBIIE system, a domain expert
can increase this by an order of magnitude, since
only sentences with the NR symbol, a relationship
phrase, and a co-factor symbol are displayed.

Related work and discussion

We have described here the new method of OBIIE
for life sciences. There has been much interest in
the use of what might broadly be termed ‘stan-
dard’ information extraction techniques in this field
(e.g. Blaschke et al., 2002; Craven et al., 1999; De
Bruin et al., 2002; Humphreys et al., 2000; Rind-
flesch et al., 2000; Sekimizu et al., 1998; Thomas

Table 1. Results for extraction of NR co-factors

NR
Abstracts in

secondary corpus (n)

Abstracts retrieved
by OBIIE (n)

Co-factors manually
retrieved (n)

Co-factors retrieved
by OBIIE (n)

Co-factors found
in total (n)

AR 7748 564 101 100 110
LXR α/β N/A 68 9 9 10
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et al. 2000) but much less work on the integra-
tion of ontologies into the search process. Mädche
et al. (1999) discuss the use of ontologies as a way
to provide information in a canonicalized format
to a user or for input into a database, and Todi-
rascu et al. (2002) use ontologies for identifying
concepts. Although there are precedents for the use
of ontologies in information extraction, there are
a number of necessary features of any ontology
applied in this way. The BioWisdom ontologies
used in this case study incorporate a comprehensive
list of synonyms, and have a detailed hierarchi-
cal structure allowing fine-grained concept distinc-
tions. The domain specific nature of the ontologies
also ensures that the synonyms are appropriate to
the pharmaceutical domain.

Interactive IE has few precedents. There is
some similarity with work on question-answering
systems. Here NLP and IR techniques are used
to obtain the best answer to a question expressed
in natural language. In contrast, I2E provides all
results for a structured query. There is also some
similarity with work that provides an interactive
front end on top of the output of a fixed IE system
(e.g. Gaizauskas et al., 2001). However, in these
systems the result of a new query will always be a
subset of the results provided by the original fixed
IE query patterns. There are other systems that
can be said to be positioned somewhere between
document search (IR) and relationship search (IE),
but they are typically designed for one specific
task, e.g. looking for symbol co-occurrences in
sentences. In contrast, in interactive IE there is a
natural gradation from document search, via search
within sentences, to search for specific relationships
within sentences. It is also possible to perform
combined searches, e.g. search for relationships,
but only in documents containing a particular
concept.

A similar examination of co-factors using a co-
occurrence-based approach (Albert et al., 2003)
searched for tri-occurrences, i.e. entity, relation
and entity within the same sentence. Recognition
of entities was performed using finite state string
matching automata (regular expressions), rather
than using linguistic processing. They retrieved
fewer co-factors, but it is not appropriate to com-
pare the results directly, since they were working
with a smaller corpus, theirs being extracted on 10
September 2001 and ours during the fall of 2003
(21 October for AR, and 25 November for LXRs).

The case study presented here highlights the
power of OBIIE in performing systematic textual
analysis. The use of synonyms, coupled with the
interactive nature of the tool, makes it very quick
to engineer queries to accommodate the variety
of linguistic forms that phrases take, and hence
allows for high recall coupled with good precision.
The results for co-factors were remarkably good,
with new co-factors discovered by the OBIIE
system that had not been in the original manually
retrieved set. By exploiting the redundancy inherent
in a large corpus, we were able to use relatively
specific patterns giving high precision, while still
getting recall that rivals that achieved manually.
Although the case study in this paper focused on
extracting co-factors, the incorporation of other
large biomedical ontologies, covering areas of
disorders, symptoms, tissues, cells, compounds,
biological processes, etc., makes this a flexible tool
for use across all parts of pharmaceutical R&D.
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